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Abstract.4

Relativistic (> 1 MeV) electron flux increases in the Earth’s radiation belts5

are significantly underestimated by models that only include transport and6

loss processes, suggesting that some additional acceleration process is required.7

Here we use a new, 3D code that includes radial diffusion and quasi-linear8

pitch angle and energy diffusion due to chorus waves, including cross terms,9

to simulate the October 9, 1990, magnetic storm. The diffusion coefficients10

are activity dependent, and time-dependent boundary conditions are imposed11

on all six boundary faces, taken from fits to CRRES/MEA electron data. Al-12

though the main phase dropout is not fully captured, the persistent phase13

space density peaks observed during the recovery phase are well explained,14

but this requires both chorus wave acceleration and radial diffusion.15
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1. Introduction

Outer zone radiation belt electrons exhibit highly dynamic behavior during geomagnetic16

storms. It has been well documented that the energetic flux drops rapidly during the storm17

main phase but recovers over several days, often to higher than original levels. Radial18

diffusion accelerates particles (as they move inward at constant first and second adiabatic19

invariant), but is hard-pressed to reproduce the rate and extent of the recovery, especially20

when losses are considered, without an additional source of energization.21

The moderate storm that occurred on October 9, 1990 has been particularly well studied,22

because of its detailed observation by CRRES. Brautigam and Albert [2000] simulated it23

with activity-dependent radial diffusion and a realistic, variable outer boundary condition.24

Plasmaspheric hiss was the only loss process considered. This model was found to work25

reasonably well for electrons with first adiabatic invariant M ≈ 100 − 300 MeV/G, but26

was unable to account for the increase, and inward-pointing phase space density gradient,27

for M ≈ 700 − 1000 MeV/G. Many other one dimensional (1D) simulations of radial28

diffusion have been performed, usually with timescale estimates for wave-induced losses29

[e.g., Shprits and Thorne, 2004; Shprits et al., 2005, 2006b; Fei et al., 2006; Lam et al.,30

2007] and with an estimated internal source term [Tu et al., 2009]. The results are mixed,31

but generally support the finding that radial diffusion is insufficient.32

Energy diffusion, caused by cyclotron-resonant interactions with whistler mode cho-33

rus waves, is frequently invoked as a candidate mechanism for additional energization34

[Horne and Thorne, 1998; Summers et al., 1998]. Indeed, the gradual acceleration of35

electrons to relativistic energies during the recovery phase of the October 9, 1990 storm36
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was associated with prolonged substorm activity as monitored by the AE index, electron37

injections at subrelativistic energies, and enhanced chorus amplitudes [Meredith et al.,38

2002]. Furthermore, flat-topped electron pitch angle distributions, characteristic of pitch39

angle and energy scattering by resonant wave-particle interactions with whistler mode40

chorus waves, developed at MeV energies [Horne et al., 2003]. Much work has been done41

in recent years to document enhanced chorus waves during storms [e.g., Meredith et al.,42

2003a; Smith et al., 2004], to evaluate the corresponding quasi-linear diffusion coefficients43

[Albert, 2005; Glauert and Horne, 2005], and to estimate the particle evolution using a44

1D energy diffusion equation [e.g., Summers and Ma, 2000; Summers et al., 2002; Horne45

et al., 2005a,b].46

Several idealized 2D simulations of diffusion in pitch angle and energy near L = 4.5 have47

been done, accounting for chorus waves [Albert and Young, 2005; Shprits et al., 2006a; Tao48

et al., 2008; Xiao et al., 2009], hiss combined with magnetosonic waves [Tao et al., 2009],49

and chorus waves combined with VLF hiss and electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC)50

waves in high density plumes [Li et al., 2007]. None of these studies included radial51

diffusion. No studies seem to have solved the local diffusion equation with radial diffusion52

treated as a source or loss term, although Thorne et al. [2007] used lifetimes, obtained53

from a pitch angle diffusion equation, in separate 1D equations for radial diffusion and54

energy diffusion.55

Some preliminary three dimensional simulations, including radial, pitch angle, and en-56

ergy diffusion, have been performed [Varotsou et al., 2005, 2008; Subbotin et al., 2008].57

Furthermore, some progress has been made in adding pitch angle and energy diffusion to58

advection-driven ring current codes, which are bounce averaged but not drift averaged59
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and so are essentially four dimensional. Fok et al. [2008] treated pitch angle and energy60

diffusion by chorus, while Jordanova et al. [2008] included pitch angle diffusion by EMIC61

waves.62

It is widely believed that the generation of chorus waves inherently involves nonlinear63

wave-particle coupling [e.g., Nunn, 1974, 1997; Katoh and Omura, 2007a,b.] However, the64

particles involved are generally of much lower energy than the ones considered here, which65

are taken to interact “parasitically” with fully developed chorus. Individual, coherent66

whistler mode waves can lead to particle diffusion, phase trapping, or phase bunching67

(without trapping), depending primarily on the competing effects of wave amplitude and68

background magnetic field inhomogeneity at resonance [Albert, 2000, 2002; Trakhtengerts69

et al., 2003; Omura and Summers, 2006; Demekhov et al., 2006; Bortnik et al., 2008].70

However, the applicability of this picture to the global evolution of energetic particle71

distributions during storm conditions has not yet been established. This paper is based72

on quasi-linear diffusion, both because to some extent “it seems to work,” and as a basis73

for comparison with future developments in nonlinear modeling.74

This paper combines diffusion by chorus waves with radial diffusion in a carefully chosen75

three dimensional grid. Cross diffusion, which was not treated by any of the papers just76

cited except Albert and Young [2005], Tao et al. [2008, 2009], and Xiao et al. [2009], is77

included. CRRES/MEA data is used to evaluate time-dependent boundary conditions at78

low and high E and α0, as well as at high and low L. This required substantial fitting,79

interpolation, and extrapolation of the data, as described below. The particle data was80

used to drive the boundaries only; after initialization, data was not assimilated into the81

interior of the grid (as was done by Shprits et al. [2007]).82
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2. The Diffusion Equation

Cyclotron-resonant wave-particle interactions break the first two adiabatic invariants,83

while drift-resonant electric and magnetic fluctuations break only the third invariant.84

The assumptions of continuous, small, uncorrelated resonances lead to a multidimensional85

diffusion equation for the phase space density, f , written as86

∂f

∂t
=

∂

∂J1

(
D11

∂f

∂J1

+ D12
∂f

∂J2

)

+
∂

∂J2

(
D12

∂f

∂J1

+ D22
∂f

∂J2

)
+

∂

∂J3

D33
∂f

∂J3

. (1)

The cyclotron frequency and drift frequency interactions are considered uncoupled, so no87

terms involving D13 or D23 are included.88

It is common to change variables from (J1, J2, J3) to (α0, E, L), where L (often denoted89

L∗) labels the drift shell [Roederer, 1970], E is energy, and α0 denotes equatorial pitch90

angle. Actually, in a non-axisymmetric magnetic field, the minimum (equatorial) value91

of α will vary for different magnetic field lines of a particle’s drift shell. However, it is92

reasonable to relate the two sets of variables using the expressions suitable for a dipole93

field. This can be considered simply a convenient change of variables, as long as the94

invariants are properly computed in a realistic magnetic field model, and gives95

∂f

∂t
=

1

G

∂

∂α0

G
(Dα0α0

p2

∂f

∂α0

+
Dα0p

p

∂f

∂p

)

+
1

G

∂

∂p
G

(Dα0p

p

∂f

∂α0

+ Dpp
∂f

∂p

)
+ L2 ∂

∂L

DLL

L2

∂f

∂L
, (2)

where G = p2T (α0) sin α0 cos α0 [Schulz, 1991] and T (α0) ≈ 1.30 − 0.56 sin α0 is the96

normalized bounce period [e.g., Lyons et al., 1972]. It is understood that the L derivatives97

are evaluated at fixed (J1, J2), not fixed (α0, p). Because E and p are simply related, terms98

like “energy diffusion” and “diffusion in p” will often be used interchangeably.99
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2.1. Pitch Angle and Energy Diffusion Coefficients

The pitch angle and energy diffusion coefficients are evaluated according to bounce-100

and drift-averaged quasi-linear theory [Albert, 2005; Glauert and Horne, 2005], requiring101

models of wave intensity, B2
w, and its distribution in frequency and wave normal angle, as102

well as values of the plasma frequency-to-gyrofrequency ratio, fpe/fce. As mentioned, only103

whistler mode chorus waves will be considered. Values of B2
w and fpe/fce were taken from104

statistical maps of CRRES observations, compiled with resolution of 1 hour in magnetic105

local time and 0.1 in L. The maps were also parameterized by Kp (into three ranges:106

Kp < 2, 2 ≤ Kp < 4, and Kp ≥ 4), and by latitude (“equatorial,” within 15◦ of the107

equator, and “mid-latitude,” 15◦ − 30◦ off the equator). The resulting values are shown108

in Figs. 1 and 2. A similar model, parameterized by AE, was presented by Meredith et109

al. [2003b].110

The frequency and wave normal angle distributions were represented, as usual, by111

truncated Gaussians. The peak, width, lower cutoff, and upper cutoff for ω and x =112

tan θ were (ωm, δω, ωLC , ωUC) = (0.35, 0.15, 0.125, 0.575)Ωeq and (xm, δx, xmin, xmax) =113

(0, tan 30◦, 0, 1), respectively. These were used to compute tables of diffusion coefficients114

for 89 integer values of α0, 40 values of E between 0.01 and 10 MeV, and 9 values of fpe/fce115

between 1 and 20, using the computational techniques of Albert [2005]. These tables were116

then scaled in B2
w and interpolated in fpe/fce, in conjunction with the statistical maps,117

to obtain drift-averaged diffusion coefficients for the three ranges of Kp. A very similar118

procedure was followed by Varotsou et al. [2008]. Results at L = 4.55 are shown in Fig.119

3.120
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2.2. Radial Diffusion Coefficients

Electric and magnetic radial diffusion coefficients, DLL = De + Dm, were taken from

Brautigam and Albert [2000] and are also Kp-dependent. The magnetic contribution is

given as Dm = 100.506Kp−9.325L10 (in units of day−1), while

De =
1

4

c2

R2
e

Ẽ2

B2
0

T

1 + (ωDT/2)2
L6. (3)

This expression is in Gaussian units, with B0 ≈ 0.31 G, and is based on electric field

fluctuations with Ẽ and the fluctuation decay time T given by

Ẽ = E0 + E1(Kp − 1), T = 2700 s, (4)

with numerical values E0 = 3.33 × 10−9 statvolt/cm (0.1 mV/m) and E1 = 8.67 × 10−9

statvolt/cm (0.26 mV/m). The drift frequency ωD may be written as

ωD =
3

2
L

mec

eB0

c2

R2
e

(p/mc)2 sin2 α0√
1 + (p/mc)2 sin2 α0

. (5)

Representative values of DLL are also shown in Fig. 3.121

2.3. Variables and Grids

Radial diffusion occurs at constant first and second adiabatic invariant, so it is most122

simply treated in the variables (J1, J2, J3). Cyclotron-resonant interactions are more nat-123

urally expressed as diffusion in pitch angle and energy, both because the boundaries124

correspond more closely to real particle detectors, and because terms involving cross dif-125

fusion are typically dominated by pitch angle diffusion. However, cross diffusion, which126

expresses the physical relationship between resonant changes in α0 and p, can have sig-127

nificant consequences, since typically Dα0α0/p
2 > |Dα0p|/p > Dpp. Thus it is preferable to128

retain it despite the numerical difficulties it presents to straightforward finite differencing129
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in (α0, E, L) [Albert, 2004, 2009]. These difficulties may be overcome in a number of ways130

[Albert and Young, 2005; Tao et al., 2008, 2009; Xiao et al., 2009].131

The method of Albert and Young [2005] used the diffusion coefficients themselves to132

constructs new variables, (Q1, Q2) at a fixed L, in which cross diffusion vanished; it133

consisted of choosing Q1 = α0 and integrating a differential equation for curves of constant134

Q2. This can be carried out independently at each L. To make radial diffusion easy to135

implement, the three dimensional grid is generated from a convenient set of (α0, E) at one136

L value, mapped to other L at constant J1 and J2 as in a dipole field, and then converted137

to (Q1, Q2). This gives138

∂f

∂t
=

1

Γ

( ∂

∂Q1

ΓD1
∂f

∂Q1

+
∂

∂Q2

ΓD2
∂f

∂Q2

)

+ L2 ∂

∂L

DLL

L2

∂f

∂L
, (6)

where Γ = |∂(J1, J2)/∂(Q1, Q2)| and again radial diffusion operates at fixed (J1, J2), not139

fixed (Q1, Q2).140

Since the points are not regularly aligned in the (Q1, Q2) plane, finite differencing re-141

quires interpolation in Q2, though not in Q1 (since the mapping in L preserves alignment142

in Q1 ≡ α0). Exactly analgous interpolation would be required even without cross diffu-143

sion, since the mapped points are not aligned in the (α0, E) plane either [Subbotin et al.,144

2008]. This procedure was carried out using diffusion coefficients for each of the three Kp145

ranges. When the appropriate range of Kp changes in the course of a run, the values of146

(Q1, Q2) (and D1, D2, Γ) are changed, but the grid points retain their values of α0, E, L,147

and f .148

Fig. 4 illustrates how mapping in L shifts and distorts the range of E. At L = 6.15,149

the computational grid covers E = 0.2 − 2 MeV, while at L = 3.55 this becomes roughly150
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0.5 − 4 MeV. With this scheme, there are no wasted grid points; all of the grid points151

can couple to the computational domain through diffusion in all of the variables. Fig. 5152

shows the grid points in more detail in (α0, E) planes at several values of L. Also shown153

are the same physical points plotted in (Q1, Q2) coordinates (evaluated for Kp < 2), as154

well as in (J1, J2) coordinates. Grid points plotted in red lie within the energy range of155

the CRRES/MEA detector, so that actual measurements are at least potentially available156

to initialize the flux values, and for comparison during the simulation.157

3. CRRES/MEA Data Processing

The version of MEA data used by Brautigam and Albert [2000] was limited by both158

saturation and contamination by high energy protons, which prohibited the use of the159

two lowest energy channels. The version used here, available through the National Space160

Science Data Center (NSSDC), has been reprocessed, including a “foldover correction,”161

which overcomes these limitations [Vampola, 1996; Lemaire et al., 1998]. Thus this MEA162

data set provides flux at α = 5◦, 10◦, . . . , 90◦, and 17 values of energy (E = 0.148 MeV to163

1.581 MeV), every 60 seconds. The problem is to determine values at points (αi, Ej, Lk)164

of the computational grid, at any time t. (For grid points, αi means equatorial pitch angle165

α0.)166

The CRRES ephemeris files used provide time-tagged satellite location and local mag-

netic field B every 30 seconds. For each entry, the ONERA code [Boscher et al., 2004-2008]

was used with the Olson-Pfitzer quiet and IGRF magnetic field models to determine and

the adiabatic invariants K and L corresponding to the 18 local pitch angle values, (L

depends weakly on α, but not on energy. K is defined to be proportional to J2/
√

J1

[Schulz, 1991], so that it is also independent of energy.) Results with L within δL = 0.05
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of a grid value Lk were recorded, along with the earliest and latest times, t1 and t2, of

each “visit” to each Lk. Equatorial pitch angles α0 were then determined from

Y (sin α0)

sin α0

=
K

LRe

√
Beq

,

where Re is the radius of the Earth, Beq is the value of the (model) magnetic field at the167

equator, and Y (sin α0) is taken to be the function corresponding to a dipole. (See the168

discussion in the previous section.) The sets of α0 values were averaged to assign a single169

α0 to each Lk, local pitch angle bin, and time interval (t1, t2). Schematically, these steps170

are:171

(x, B)(t) → {K,L}(t) → {α0, L}(t)

→ ({α0}, Lk)(t1, t2), (7)

where {} indicates a set corresponding to the 18 different values of local pitch angle α.172

Flux measurements taken during each interval (t1, t2) were identified, and log(j) was173

time-averaged for each value of α and E to uniquely specify j as a function of α0, E,174

and t̄ = (t1 + t2)/2. Next, since the data was far too sparse to cover all values of α0,175

the flux was fit to a function of the form A sinn α0 for each MEA energy channel (or, if176

n was negative, j was simply averaged, equivalent to setting n = 0). Interpolating in177

α0, where the data was sufficient, yields the flux values shown in Fig. 6. In making this178

plot of j(L, t), the constant value J2 = 1.78 × 10−16 g(cm/s)Re was chosen. This follows179

Brautigam and Albert [2000], who were performing 1D simulations of f(L, t) at constant180

values of J1 and J2 and determined that this value of J2 maximized the overlap with the181

available data. This should remain roughly true even though a different magnetic field182

model is used here, and allows for at least rough correspondence to the previous work.183
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The data coverage was then extended by extrapolating the A sinn α0 fits beyond the184

measured values, and by linear interpolation and extrapolation of log j in log E. Finally,185

for arbitrary times t, linear interpolation of log j(t) was performed at fixed (α0, E, L).186

This allows j to be evaluated at any grid point (αi, Ej, Lk) at any time. Schematically,187

[{j}](t) → [{j}](t1, t2) → [A, n](t̄) → [j(α0)](t̄)

→ j(αi, E, t̄) → j(αi, Ej, Lk, t), (8)

where [ ] refers to a set corresponding to the 17 different energy channels of MEA. The188

results are shown in Fig. 7, for the same fixed value of J2. (No values are shown below L =189

4.2 for 0.42 MeV, because this is off the computational grid.) These fits, interpolations,190

and extrapolations of the available data are regrettable but unavoidable if values are to191

be determined (or assigned) to the entire computational grid.192

Once determined, the fluxes were converted to phase space density, and are shown in193

Fig. 8 at fixed values of first adiabatic invariant M = J1 (given in units of MeV/G).194

These values are now taken to represent the actual data, and will be used to initialize the195

simulations, to drive them at the boundaries, and for comparison with the results.196

4. Simulations

Data from CRRES/MEA was processed as just described, for the interval October 8 –197

18, 1990 (day of year 281 – 291). Dst for that interval is shown in Fig. 6, and indicates a198

moderate geomagnetic storm beginning during October 9 (day 282 of 1990). As discussed199

in detail by Brautigam and Albert [2000], a storm sudden commencement at 1315 UT200

(time 282.54) was accompanied by strong flux decrease at L = 5 for E = 0.42−1.47 MeV.201

This was followed by an injection of several-hundred keV electrons at L > 6 an hour into202
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the recovery phase (time 283.37). Within the next 5 hours (by time 283.58), ∼ 100 keV203

electron flux at L = 3 − 6 had greatly increased, while ∼ 1 MeV flux increased much204

more gradually. This trend of increase near L = 5 was interrupted by notable dips around205

t=285.0 and t=288.5. This behavior is reproduced in the interpolated and extrapolated206

data of Fig. 7.207

The corresponding values shown in Fig. 8 were used not only to initialize the simulation,

but also for time-dependent boundary values on all six planar faces of the 3D simulation

domain. Thus both radial diffusion and local heating were supplied with realistic, dynamic

“seed populations” from which to generate flux at relativistic energies. Grid resolution

was 43 values of Q1, 25 points in Q2, and 27 points in L, covering 3.55 ≤ L ≤ 6.15 with

ΔL = 0.10, Δα0 ≈ 2◦, and Ej+1/Ej ≈ 1.1 (although only in L was the spacing constant,

as discussed). For simplicity, a fully explicit finite differencing scheme was used, which

limited the time step by the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition for linear stability, namely

max
[

D1

(ΔQ1)2
+

D2

(ΔQ2)2
+

DLL

(ΔL)2

]
ΔtCFL <

1

2
. (9)

The actual time step was taken to be 0.5ΔtCFL, and was reevaluated whenever Kp208

changed. This resulted in Δt ≈ 16 s for Kp < 2, Δt ≈ 4.3 s for 2 ≤ Kp < 4, and209

Δt ≈ 0.77 s for Kp ≥ 4. The entire 9.5 day simulation ran in about 50 minutes on a210

standard PC.211

4.1. Overview

As mentioned, the value J2 = 1.78 × 10−16 g(cm/s)Re was used for the comparisons.212

First, the wave-induced pitch angle and energy diffusion were omitted, leaving just radial213

diffusion. Results are shown in Fig. 9, and qualitatively reproduce the results of Brautigam214
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and Albert [2000]. In particular, fairly good agreement with the measurements (shown in215

Fig. 8) is found for M = 100 and M = 200 MeV/G, although the dropouts around t = 283216

are too weak, while the increases for M = 500 and M = 1000 MeV/G starting around217

t = 286 are far too weak and transient. As noted by Brautigam and Albert [2000], the218

results are essentially driven by transport of the time-dependent values at the outer radial219

boundary, L = 6.15. As found previously, this is sufficient to account for the observed220

increases at lower L for M ≤ 200, but evidently not for M ≥ 500.221

Next, a simulation was done with diffusion in (α0, E) but omitting radial diffusion. As222

shown in Fig. 10, this leads to large, widespread, sustained increase in phase space density223

for M ≥ 200 – far larger, in fact, than seen in the data, especially at L > 4.5. Finally,224

allowing diffusion in α0, E, and L to operate leads to intermediate values, as seen in Fig.225

11. Varotsou et al. [2008] also found this ordering of phase space density values when226

including chorus and radial diffusion separately and together. Figure 11 also shows that227

these intermediate values also match the data of Fig. 8 fairly well.228

4.2. Detailed evolution

A more detailed comparison is shown in Fig. 12, which shows f(t) from the three229

simulations at M = 200 and M = 1000 MeV/G, at several fixed values of L. Results for230

M = 100 are similar to those for M = 200, and results for M = 500 are similar to those231

for M = 1000. (The corresponding values of E and α0 can be determined from the top232

row of Fig. 5.)233

In all cases, the dropout around t = 283 is not fully captured, especially at low L234

(hence high E), presumably because of wave-induced precipitation not represented in the235

simulations, such as by hiss (in the plasmasphere and in plumes), electromagnetic ion236
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cyclotron waves, or possibly by fast magnetosonic waves [Li et al., 2007; Horne et al.,237

2007; Albert, 2008]. A check verifies that f at M = 1000 does decrease rapidly near the238

dropout for larger values of J2 (smaller values of α0) in response to lower values at the239

corresponding grid boundary, but evidently the pitch angle diffusion rates are too low for240

the values shown to change much before the boundary conditions recover. Of course, this241

is subject to limitations in deriving the boundary conditions from fits to the limited data.242

On the other hand, the increases are captured rather well by the combination of radial243

and chorus diffusion – better than by either mechanism acting alone. The largest discrep-244

ancies are for M = 1000 at L = 4.55 and especially at L = 4.05, where the small values245

(at the dropout) are far too large, and the large values (late in the simulation) are too246

small by about a factor of 2 or 3. For L ≥ 4.55, the chorus-and-DLL results usually lie247

below the chorus-only values and above the DLL-only values. This was evident in the 2D248

plots. Thus chorus seems to act as the source of phase space density, while radial diffusion249

acts mostly to transport it away. However, at L = 4.05 the values from combined chorus250

and radial diffusion are higher than from either alone, which implies net radial diffusion251

into, not away from, L = 4.05.252

It is reasonable to question the development of agreement at late time (t ≈ 290) from253

substantial disagreement at earlier times (t ≈ 283). Therefore, the simulations were254

repeated starting at t = 283.4, when the measured fluxes are near minimum. The results255

are shown in Fig. 13, and are generally seen to revert to the same values as the previous256

run after a day or two. This indicates that fluxes are determined by transport of the257

time-dependent sources at the boundaries more than by existing interior values. Varotsou258

et al. [2008] also found that large differences in initial conditions could lead to relatively259
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similar states after about a day. This is not surprising, since the timescales associated260

with the diffusion coefficients are ∼ 1 day, as shown in Fig. 3. An exception occurs for261

M = 1000 at L = 4.05 for the chorus-only run, which yields f almost as low as the262

DLL-only run. Here it is very evident that chorus and DLL do not compete, but instead263

cooperate, to produce the recovery of phase space density.264

4.3. Sensitivity to diffusion coefficients

As a sensitivity test, the radial and chorus diffusion coefficients were both included but265

were doubled and halved, separately and together. Starting the simulation at t = 281.5,266

the effects were small for M = 200 MeV/G (especially at large L) and substantial for267

M = 1000 MeV/G, as seen in Fig. 14. Relative to the “standard” run, shown again as268

the black curves, increasing DLL (solid blue curve) led to a more realistic, though lagged,269

dropout around t = 283.4, and lower recovered values of f at late times. Decreasing270

Dchorus (dashed red curve) had a similar effect, while increasing Dchorus (solid red curve)271

or decreasing DLL (dashed blue curve) tended to have the opposite effect, leading to larger272

f both at the dropout and later. Doubling or halving the strength of both processes at273

the same time (solid and dashed green curves, respectively) tended to produce smaller274

changes, suggesting that chorus and radial diffusion compete in determining f . However,275

this interpretation is not consistent with the runs starting at t = 283.4, shown in Fig. 15,276

especially for low L and large M . Decreasing the strength of either process, or both, led277

to considerably lower f , again indicating that here chorus and radial diffusion reinforce278

each other in producing the recovery of f . Also note that in both Figs. 14 and 15, the279

runs with doubled Dchorus produced excellent agreement with the measured values, except280

for the shallowness of the dropout obtained in Fig. 14.281
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4.4. Radial profiles

Figs. 16 – 17 show the simulation results as radial profiles, f(L) at fixed M and J2.282

Fig. 16 shows snapshots at several values of t for M = 1000 MeV/G, from the start of283

the simulations at t = 281.5 to the end near t = 291, as well as the CRRES data at284

the ending time. The initial profile increases essentially monotonically with increasing L.285

The simulation with only radial diffusion develops internal peaks, caused by the varying286

boundary conditions at the maximum and minimum L, but ends up again monotonic287

and maximum at the outermost L, in qualitative as well as quantitative disagreement288

with the data. The chorus-only simulation produces profiles that remain monotonic or289

nearly so, as well as becoming too large. This is contrary to what might be expected from290

a localized internal source [Green and Kivelson, 2004]. The combination of chorus and291

radial diffusion produces robust internal peaks around L = 4.5 that resemble the data,292

though they are a bit too low as noted above.293

Fig. 17 shows analogous snapshots of f(L) for several values of M . The curves in294

the top row of plots, based on the fit CRRES data, start out monotonically increasing295

with increasing L, but quickly develop internal peaks at all M which, for M = 500 and296

M = 1000 MeV/G, persist throughout the time interval. The simulations with DLL,297

with or without chorus, reproduce this behavior for M = 100 and M = 200 MeV/G,298

but without chorus the simulated peaks at M = 500 and M = 1000 are too short-lived.299

The chorus-only run never displays internal peaks. Only the run combining chorus with300

DLL shows qualitative agreement with the data throughout the run, at both low and high301

values of M .302
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4.5. Effect of cross terms

Finally, we briefly consider the effect of omitting the cross-diffusion terms, involving303

Dα0p. The placement of grid points in (α0, E) was unchanged, but the coefficient Dα0p304

was artificially set to zero, and the numerical procedures (such as tracing constant-Q2305

curves, which become constant-E curves) were carried out as before. Fig. 18 shows the306

ratio of f(α0, E) with and without cross diffusion for the chorus-only run starting at307

t = 283.4, at L = 4.05, t = 285.5. As expected from previous 2D studies with similar308

chorus models [Albert and Young, 2005; Tao et al., 2008, 2009], the effect is concentrated309

above E = 1 MeV and low values of α0, with a peak ratio of about 50, and is modest310

elsewhere. Fig. 19 shows how this ratio, evaluated at E = 1.8 MeV and α0 = 25◦,311

behaves with time (dash-dotted red curve). It is initially 1 (since the initial conditions are312

identical regardless of cross terms), but quickly grows to a persistent level of about 10.313

This case, which simulates the production of ∼ 1 MeV electrons from a depleted state, is314

representative of how 2D simulations of storm time chorus heating are usually performed.315

However, for the chorus-only run starting at t = 281.5 (red solid curve), the ratio only316

grows to about 3. More significantly, the runs with both chorus and radial diffusion also317

show a ratio of about 3, starting from either t = 283.4 (dashed black curve) or t = 281.5318

(solid black curve). Thus, at least for the diffusion models used here, the substantial319

effect of the cross terms in 2D simulations is considerably reduced in the presence of320

radial diffusion.321

5. Summary and Discussion

In summary, we have performed a 3D simulation of the October 9, 1990, magnetic322

storm accounting for radial diffusion and chorus wave-induced diffusion in pitch angle and323
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energy, including cross terms. Grid points were aligned in a natural way for L diffusion324

(at constant M and J2), while at each L a grid in (Q1, Q2) was constructed for the chorus325

diffusion. In the spirit of Brautigam and Albert [2000], CRRES/MEA particle data has326

been used to obtain realistic, time-dependent boundary conditions, which are transported327

throughout the computational domain using activity-dependent diffusion coefficients. The328

resulting agreement with data is reasonably good, especially when chorus diffusion is329

increased by a factor of 2, except for the depth of the main phase dropout. However, this330

effect of this deficiency is short-lived, since runs initialized before and immediately after331

the dropout quickly converge to each other. (The beneficial factor of 2 for Dchorus should332

not be taken too literally, given the uncertainties in the wave models.)333

Experimentation shows that the 3D combination of DLL and chorus is essential, and334

that either process alone does not give even rough quantitative agreement with the per-335

sistent internal peaks seen in the data. Such phase space density peaks are a common336

feature seen during magnetic storms [e.g., Green and Kivelson, 2004; Iles et al., 2006;337

Chen et al., 2007]. Furthermore, the combination of the two processes is complex, since338

chorus can cause either increase phase space density through energy diffusion or decrease339

it by pitch angle diffusion, and radial diffusion can act to either increase or decrease f340

depending on gradients. Thus simple interpretations based on ‘competition,’ or indeed341

‘cooperation,’ can be misleading. The three-dimensional simulations presented here sup-342

port the paradigm of inward radial diffusion of lower-energy “seed” electrons which are343

energized by chorus waves, and then radially diffused both inward and outward, resulting344

in the observed internal peaks [Horne, 2007].345
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As indicated, the reasonable success in reproducing the CRRES data for this storm346

depended on having boundary values on all six of the grid boundaries, which raises the347

question of practicality for space weather forecasting. While it is not unreasonable to348

presume the availability of data at all needed values of (α0, E) at Lmin and Lmax, one349

cannot count on having a time series measurements at, say, all (α0, L) at fixed Emin.350

However, these may be supplied by a ring current code, which almost by definition aims351

to simulate particles up to lower radiation belt energies.352

These results support the effectiveness of simulating chorus-electron interactions by353

quasi-linear diffusion, despite the increasingly-appreciated nonlinear nature of chorus354

waves. More work is therefore needed not only to develop quasi-linear modeling, but355

to understand why it seems to work as well as it does.356
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Figure 1. Models of the chorus wave magnetic field intensity, based on CRRES measurements,

used to calculate pitch angle and energy diffusion coefficients for different ranges of Kp.

Figure 2. Models of equatorial fpe/fce, based on CRRES measurements, used to calculate

pitch angle and energy diffusion coefficients for different ranges of Kp.

Figure 3. Diffusion coefficients at L = 4.55, in units of day−1. The sign of Dα0p is indicated

by σ (red for positive, blue for negative). DLL is evaluated at Kp = 1, Kp = 3, and Kp = 5.

Figure 4. The 3D computational grid, in (α0, E, L) space.

Figure 5. Computational grid points in 2D for Kp < 2, expressed in several sets of variables.

The red points are in the range of the CRRES MEA detector. The blue curves indicate several

values of first adiabatic invariant M , in MeV/G. The green curves indicate the reference value

J2 = 1.78 × 10−16 g(cm/s)Re.

Figure 6. Electron flux as measured by CRRES/MEA, in units of #/cm2-s-ster-MeV, as well

as Dst and Kp.

Figure 7. CRRES MEA electron flux, interpolated and extrapolated to cover the computa-

tional grid.

Figure 8. CRRES MEA electron flux, interpolated, extrapolated, and converted to phase

space density f .

Figure 9. Phase space density, simulated with radial diffusion only.

Figure 10. Phase space density, simulated with chorus diffusion only.

Figure 11. Phase space density, simulated with both radial diffusion and chorus diffusion.

Figure 12. Phase space density, in units of s3/km6, as determined from CRRES data (black

diamonds), and simulations starting at t = 281.5, with DLL only (blue curves), with chorus only

(red curves), and with both (black curves).
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Figure 13. Phase space density, in units of s3/km6, as determined from CRRES data (black

diamonds), and simulations starting at t = 283.4, with DLL only (blue curves), with chorus only

(red curves), and with both (black curves).

Figure 14. Phase space density as determined from CRRES data (black diamonds) and

simulations starting at t = 281.5, with both DLL and chorus (black curves), with DLL doubled

(solid blue curves) and halved (dash-dotted blue curves), Dchorus doubled (solid red curves) and

halved (dash-dotted red curves), and with both doubled (solid green curves) and halved (dash-

dotted green curves).

Figure 15. Phase space density as determined from CRRES data (black diamonds) and

simulations as in Fig. 14, starting at t = 283.4.

Figure 16. Snapshots of phase space density vs. L at various values of t for M = 1000 MeV/G,

simulated with DLL only, Dchorus only, and both. CRRES data at the end of the simulation is

shown as red diamonds in all three plots.

Figure 17. Snapshots of phase space density vs. L at various values of t, determined from

CRRES data (top row), and simulated with DLL only (second row), Dchorus only (third row), and

both (bottom row).

Figure 18. Ratio of simulated f without cross diffusion to f with cross diffusion, at L = 4.05,

t = 285.5, for the chorus-only run starting at t = 283.4.

D R A F T June 10, 2009, 1:29pm D R A F T
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Figure 19. Ratio of simulated f without cross diffusion to f with cross diffusion, at L = 4.05,

with chorus only (red) curves and with both DLL and chorus (black curves), starting at t = 281.5

(solid curves) and at t = 283.4 (dash-dotted curves).

D R A F T June 9, 2009, 6:17pm D R A F T
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Figure 1. Models of the chorus wave magnetic field
intensity, based on CRRES measurements, used to cal-
culate pitch angle and energy diffusion coefficients for
different ranges of Kp.

Figure 2. Models of equatorial fpe/fce, based on CR-
RES measurements, used to calculate pitch angle and
energy diffusion coefficients for different ranges of Kp.
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Figure 3. Diffusion coefficients at L = 4.55, in units
of day−1. The sign of Dα0p is indicated by σ (red for
positive, blue for negative). DLL is evaluated at Kp = 1,
Kp = 3, and Kp = 5.
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Figure 4. The 3D computational grid, in (α0, E, L) space.
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Figure 5. Computational grid points in 2D for Kp < 2,
expressed in several sets of variables. The red points are
in the range of the CRRES MEA detector. The blue
curves indicate several values of first adiabatic invariant
M , in MeV/G. The green curves indicate the reference
value J2 = 1.78 × 10−16 g(cm/s)Re.
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Figure 6. Electron flux as measured by CRRES/MEA, in units of #/cm2-s-ster-MeV, as well as Dst and Kp.
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Figure 7. CRRES MEA electron flux, interpolated and extrapolated to cover the computational grid.
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Figure 8. CRRES MEA electron flux, interpolated, extrapolated, and converted to phase space density f .
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Figure 9. Phase space density, simulated with radial diffusion only.
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Figure 10. Phase space density, simulated with chorus diffusion only.
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Figure 11. Phase space density, simulated with both radial diffusion and chorus diffusion.
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Figure 12. Phase space density, in units of s3/km6,
as determined from CRRES data (black diamonds), and
simulations starting at t = 281.5, with DLL only (blue
curves), with chorus only (red curves), and with both
(black curves).
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Figure 13. Phase space density, in units of s3/km6,
as determined from CRRES data (black diamonds), and
simulations starting at t = 283.4, with DLL only (blue
curves), with chorus only (red curves), and with both
(black curves).
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Figure 14. Phase space density as determined from
CRRES data (black diamonds) and simulations starting
at t = 281.5, with both DLL and chorus (black curves),
with DLL doubled (solid blue curves) and halved (dash-
dotted blue curves), Dchorus doubled (solid red curves)
and halved (dash-dotted red curves), and with both dou-
bled (solid green curves) and halved (dash-dotted green
curves).
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Figure 15. Phase space density as determined from
CRRES data (black diamonds) and simulations as in Fig.
14, starting at t = 283.4.
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Figure 16. Snapshots of phase space density vs. L at
various values of t for M = 1000 MeV/G, simulated with
DLL only, Dchorus only, and both. CRRES data at the
end of the simulation is shown as red diamonds in all
three plots.
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Figure 17. Snapshots of phase space density vs. L at
various values of t, determined from CRRES data (top
row), and simulated with DLL only (second row), Dchorus

only (third row), and both (bottom row).
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Figure 18. Ratio of simulated f without cross diffusion
to f with cross diffusion, at L = 4.05, t = 285.5, for the
chorus-only run starting at t = 283.4.

Figure 19. Ratio of simulated f without cross diffu-
sion to f with cross diffusion, at L = 4.05, with cho-
rus only (red) curves and with both DLL and chorus
(black curves), starting at t = 281.5 (solid curves) and at
t = 283.4 (dash-dotted curves).
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